TipOne® Recycling Collections

We can ALL do our bit to help the environment...

► REUSE THE TIP RACKS WITH THE REFILL
TipOne® is designed as a reusable system and all racks within the system (standard tips, filter tips and TipOne® RPT) can be reused with both the standard and filter tip refills.

► IF PLASTICS RECYCLING IS AVAILABLE AT YOUR ACCOUNT, INCLUDE THE TipOne® PACKAGING
All components of the TipOne® system are made from polypropylene (PP), so the rack, the refill wafers, and the refill's spacers and top and bottom shells, can all go into the same recycling bag or bin at your site.

► IF NO RECYCLING IS AVAILABLE AT YOUR ACCOUNT, CONTACT STARLAB TO ORGANISE RECYCLING COLLECTIONS
We will set up recycling collections to suit your individual lab or site-wide requirements with either regular collections (eg. monthly) or we can collect your recycling bags on an ad-hoc basis, as and when you let us know you have recycling for collection. In order to be as green as possible, please collect as much recycling as space allows before requesting a collection. All recycling must be bagged for collection!

To set up a recycling collection service, contact your Account Manager, or the STARLAB office on 01908 283800 or at recycling@starlab.co.uk Different recycling bins are available to suit your needs...

Recycling crate
Use in/outside stores to hold a large number of recycling bags. Easy truck access at your site is essential. Recycling must be bagged for collection.
Dimensions (WxDxH): 120 x 100 x 94 cm
Contact STARLAB to arrange

Wheelie bin (240 litre)
Supplied with STARLAB recycling bags for lining the bin and cable ties for securing the bag once full. The recycling is collected in the bag.
Cat. No. S5000-7300
Dimensions (WxDxH): 56 x 74 x 94 cm

Recycling bins
Smaller recycling containers to keep in the corner of your lab or under the bench.
Cardboard recycling bin, Cat. No. S5000-7600
Dimensions (WxDxH): 30.5 x 30.5 x 75 cm
Green pop-up recycling bin, Cat. No. S5000-7000
Dimensions (HxD): 60 x 50 cm

STARLAB Recycling Bag
Clear, heavy-duty recycling bags. Made from recycled and recyclable material. Supplied with heavy-duty nylon cable ties to secure contents for collection. All recycling must be bagged before requesting a collection!
LARGE Bag to fit wheelie bin
Cat. No. S5000-7100
SMALL Bag to fit either the pop-up bin or cardboard recycling bin. Or use on its own.
Cat. No. S5000-7200
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